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DATA STRUCTURES WITH C/C++ LABORATORY



DATA STRUCTURES WITH C/C++ LABORATORY Subject Code: 10CSL37 Hours/Weeks : 03 Total Hours : 42



I.A. Marks :25 Exam Hour:03 Exam Marks:50



Course outcomes:



C207.1



C207.2



C207.3



Analyse and able to execute programs to represent polynomials, sparse matrices using suitable data structures effectively and to illustrate the operations that can be performed on various data structures such as stacks, queues, doubly and singly linked lists.. Able to design, develop and execute programs to convert infix expressions to postfix form and to evaluate the postfix expressions using stack data structure effectively. To be able to write C++ classes this can be reusable and use the concepts of constructors, operator overloading in order to solve various computing problems and to choose a suitable data structures to solve real world problems.



SYLLABUS 1. Using circular representation for a polynomial, design, develop, and execute a program in C to accept two polynomials, add them, and then print the resulting polynomial. 2. Design, develop, and execute a program in C to convert a given valid parenthesized infix arithmetic expression to postfix expression and then to print both the expressions. The expression consists of single character operands and the binary operators + (plus), - (minus), * (multiply) and / (divide). 3. Design, develop, and execute a program in C to evaluate a valid postfix expression using stack. Assume that the postfix expression is read as a single line consisting of non-negative single digit operands and binary arithmetic operators. The arithmetic operators are + (add), (subtract), * (multiply) and / (divide). 4. Design, develop, and execute a program in C to simulate the working of a queue of integers using an array. Provide the following operations: 5. Design, develop, and execute a program in C++ based on the following requirements: An EMPLOYEE class is to contain the following data members and member functions:Data members: Employee_Number (an integer), Employee_Name (a string of characters), Basic_Salary (an integer) , All_Allowances (an integer), IT (an integer), Net_Salary (an integer). Member functions: to read the data of an employee, to calculate Net_Salary and to Dept of CSE, MITE, Moodabidri
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print the values of all the data members. (All_Allowances = 123% of Basic; Income Tax (IT) = 30% of the gross salary (= basic_Salary _ All_Allowance); Net_Salary = Basic_Salary + All_Allowances – IT) 6. Design, develop, and execute a program in C++ to create a class called STRING and implement the following operations. Display the results after every operation by overloading the operator  to represent an element in the sparse matrix. 10. Design, develop, and execute a program in C to create a max heap of integers by accepting one element at a time and by inserting it immediately in to the heap. Use the array representation for the heap. Display the array at the end of insertion phase. 11. Design, develop, and execute a program in C to implement a doubly linked list where each node consists of integers. The program should support the following operations: i. Create a doubly linked list by adding each node at the front. ii. Insert a new node to the left of the node whose key value is read as an input. iii. Delete the node of a given data if it is found, otherwise display appropriate message. iv. Display the contents of the list. (Note: Only either (a,b and d) or (a, c and d) may be asked in theexamination) 12. Design, develop, and execute a program in C++ to create a class called DATE with methods to accept two valid dates in the form dd/mm/yy and to implement the following operations by overloading the operators + and -. After every operation the results are to be displayed by overloading the operator =d2 and no_of_days is an integer. Dept of CSE, MITE, Moodabidri
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ii. d2 = d1 + no_of_days; where d1 is a DATE object and no_of_days is an integer. 13. Design, develop, and execute a program in C++ to create a class called OCTAL, which has the characteristics of an octal number. Implement the following operations by writing an appropriate constructor and an overloaded operator +. i. OCTAL h = x ; where x is an integer ii. int y = h + k ; where h is an OCTAL object and k is an integer. Display the OCTAL result by overloading the operator 


STEPS FOR EXECUTION OF PROGRAMS 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.



Create a directory with your USN in C Drive Open Turbo C/C++ software. Set the storage path to your respective directory (E.g. C:\\USNNO\Filename.c) Create files by clicking the New File option in file menu. Save the file in your directory by clicking save option in file menu. Compile your program by clicking the compile option. Run your program by clicking the run option.
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PROGRAM-1 TITLE Using circular representation for a polynomial, design, develop, and execute a program in C to accept two polynomials, add them, and then print the resulting polynomial DESCRIPTION An example of a polynomial with three terms is 4xy2 + 3x -5. Addition of polynomials is done by adding like terms. Like terms are terms whose variables (and their exponents such as 2 in x2) are the same. Note that the coefficients (such as „5‟ in 5x) can be different. Examples for like terms: (1) 7x, x, -2x, _x (2) xy2, -2xy2, 6xy2 Addition of polynomials is performed by adding the coefficients of like terms Example: Add 2x2 + 6x + 5 and 3x2 – 2x -1 Add the like terms: (2+3)x2 + (6-2)x +(5-1) = 5x2+4x+4 STRUCTURE OF EACH NODE struct polynomial{ float coeff; int exponent; struct polynomial *link; }; typedef struct polynomial *NODEPTR; GETNODE FUNCTION NODE getnode(void) Using the builtin malloc( ) function return a pointer to a chunk of memory whose size is same as that of the node. Adding two Polynomials Create a circular list with three header nodes. The idea is to store the terms of first polynomial using nodes stored between the first and second header nodes, the terms of second polynomial in between the second and third header nodes, and finally the terms in resultant polynomial in between the third and first header nodes, thereby making the list circular. Assumption: The terms in each polynomial are read in the descending order of their exponents.



1) Read and store the terms in the first polynomial. 2. Read and store the terms in the second polynomial. Dept of CSE, MITE, Moodabidri
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3. Assign pointers tracker1 and tracker2 to the first nodes of each polynomial respectively. 4. Repeat the following operations till either of the pointers reach the end of the polynomial 1. if value pointed to by tracker1 has a greater exponent than that pointed by tracker2 1. copy this term pointed by tracker1 to the resultant polynomial. 2. advance tracker1 to the next node. 2. else if value pointed to by tracker2 has a greater exponent than that pointed by tracker1 1. copy this term pointed by tracker2 to the resultant polynomial. 2. advance tracker2 to the next node. 3. else 1. copy the sum of the terms pointed by tracker1 and tracker2 to the resultant polynomial. 2. advance tracker1 to the next node. 3. advance tracker2 to the next node. 5. Display terms of the first polynomial. 6. Display terms of the second polynomial. 7. Display terms of the resultant polynomial.



Code: #include  #include  #include  struct poly{ int coeff; int pow; poly *next; }; class add2poly { poly *poly1, *poly2, *poly3; public: add2poly(){poly1=poly2=poly3=NULL;} void addpoly(); void display(); }; void add2poly :: addpoly(){ int i,p; poly *newl=NULL,*end=NULL; cout>p; //Read first poly cout=0;i--) Dept of CSE, MITE, Moodabidri
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{ newl=new poly; newl->pow=p; cout>newl->coeff; newl->next=NULL; if(poly1==NULL) poly1=newl; else end->next=newl; end=newl; } //Read Second poly cout=0;i--) { newl=new poly; newl->pow=p; cout>newl->coeff; newl->next=NULL; if(poly2==NULL) poly2=newl; else end->next=newl; end=newl; } //Addition Logic poly *p1=poly1,*p2=poly2; end=NULL; while(p1 !=NULL && p2!=NULL){ if(p1->pow == p2->pow){ newl=new poly; newl->pow=p--; newl->coeff=p1->coeff + p2->coeff; newl->next=NULL; if(poly3==NULL) poly3=newl; else end->next=newl; end=newl; } p1=p1->next; p2=p2->next; } } Dept of CSE, MITE, Moodabidri
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void add2poly :: display(){ poly *t=poly3; coutcoeff; cout.unsetf(ios::showpos); coutpow; t=t->next; } }



void main(){ clrscr(); add2poly obj; obj.addpoly(); obj.display(); getch(); } OUTPUT



Dept of CSE, MITE, Moodabidri
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PROGRAM -2 TITLE 2. Design, develop, and execute a program in C to convert a given valid parenthesized infix arithmetic expression to postfix expression and then to print both the expressions. The expression consists of single character operands and the binary operators + (plus), - (minus), * (multiply) and / (divide).



Descriprtion:



One of the applications of Stack is in the conversion of arithmetic expressions in high-level programming languages into machine readable form. As our computer system can only understand and work on a binary language, it assumes that an arithmetic operation can take place in two operands only e.g., A+B, C*D,D/A etc. But in our usual form an arithmetic expression may consist of more than one operator and two operands e.g. (A+B)*C(D/(J+D)). These complex arithmetic operations can be converted into polish notation using stacks which then can be executed in two operands and an operator form. Infix Expression It follows the scheme of  i.e. an  is preceded and succeeded by an . Such an expression is termed infix expression. E.g., A+B Postfix Expression It follows the scheme of  i.e. an  is succeeded by both the . E.g., AB+ Algorithm to convert Infix To Postfix Let, X is an arithmetic expression written in infix notation. This algorithm finds the equivalent postfix expression Y. 1. Push “(“onto Stack, and add “)” to the end of X. 2. Scan X from left to right and repeat Step 3 to 6 for each element of X until the Stack is empty. 3. If an operand is encountered, add it to Y. 4. If a left parenthesis is encountered, push it onto Stack. 5. If an operator is encountered ,then: 1. Repeatedly pop from Stack and add to Y each operator (on the top of Stack) which has the same precedence as or higher precedence than operator. 2. Add operator to Stack. [End of If] 6. If a right parenthesis is encountered ,then: Dept of CSE, MITE, Moodabidri
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1. Repeatedly pop from Stack and add to Y each operator (on the top of Stack) until a left parenthesis is encountered. 2. Remove the left Parenthesis. [End of If] [End of If] 7. END. Code: #include #include #include #include #include int F(char); int G(char); int top=-1,i,j; char *s,*postfix,*infix,symbol; void infix_postfix() { j=0; s[++top]='#'; for(i=0;iG(symbol)) { postfix[j]=s[top--]; j++; } if(F(s[top])!=G(symbol)) { s[++top]=symbol; } else { top--; } } while(s[top]!='#') { postfix[j]=s[top--]; j++; } postfix[j]='\0'; printf("postfix expression is %s \n ",postfix); } int F(char symbol) { switch(symbol) Dept of CSE, MITE, Moodabidri
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{ case '+': case '-':return 2; case '*': case '/':return 4; case '^': case '$':return 5; case '(':return 0; case '#':return -1; default:return 8; } } int G(char symbol) { switch(symbol) { case '+': case '-':return 1; case '*': case '/':return 3; case '^': case '$':return 6; case '(':return 9; case ')':return 0; default:return 7; } } void validate() { int count1=0,count2=0,i,flag1=0,flag2=0,top=-1; char s[20]; for(i=0;i
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if(flag1==1 && flag2==1) printf("\n entered infix expression is valid\n"); else { printf("\n entered invalid infix expression\n"); getch(); exit(0); } } void main() { int n; clrscr(); printf("enter the size of the infix expression\n"); scanf("%d",&n); infix=(char *)malloc(sizeof(char)*n+1); postfix=(char *)malloc(sizeof(char)*n+1); s=(char *)malloc(sizeof(char)*n+1); printf("enter the infix expression\n"); scanf("%s",infix); validate(); infix_postfix(); getch(); }



Output:



Dept of CSE, MITE, Moodabidri
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PROGRAM-3 Title: Design, develop, and execute a program in C to evaluate a valid postfix expression using stack. Assume that the postfix expression is read as a single line consisting of non-negative single digit operands and binary arithmetic operators. The arithmetic operators are + (add), - (subtract), * (multiply) and / (divide). Description: The Postfix notation is used to represent algebraic expressions. The expressions written in postfix form are evaluated faster compared to infix notation as parenthesis are not required in postfix. Following is algorithm for 1) Create a stack to store operands (or values).



evaluation



postfix



expressions.



2) Scan the given expression and do following for every scanned element. a) If the element is a number, push it into the stack b) If the element is a operator, pop operands for the operator from stack. Evaluate the operator and push the result back to the stack 3) When the expression is ended, the number in the stack is the final answer Example: Let the given expression be “2 3 1 * + 9 -“. We scan all elements one by one. 1) Scan „2‟, it‟s a number, so push it to stack. Stack contains „2‟ 2) Scan „3‟, again a number, push it to stack, stack now contains „2 3‟ (from bottom to top) 3) Scan „1‟, again a number, push it to stack, stack now contains „2 3 1‟ 4) Scan „*‟, it‟s an operator, pop two operands from stack, apply the * operator on operands, we get 3*1 which results in 3. We push the result „3‟ to stack. Stack now becomes „2 3‟. 5) Scan „+‟, it‟s an operator, pop two operands from stack, apply the + operator on operands, we get 3 + 2 which results in 5. We push the result „5‟ to stack. Stack now becomes „5‟. 6) Scan „9‟, it‟s a number, we push it to the stack. Stack now becomes „5 9‟. 7) Scan „-„, it‟s an operator, pop two operands from stack, apply the – operator on operands, we get 5 – 9 which results in -4. We push the result „-4‟ to stack. Stack now becomes „-4‟. 8) There are no more elements to scan, we return the top element from stack (which is the only element left in stack).



Dept of CSE, MITE, Moodabidri
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Code: #include #include #include #include #include int *s,top=-1,res,op1,op2; char *postfix, symbol; int compute(char symbol,int op1,int op2) { int result; switch(symbol) { case '+':result=op1+op2; break; case '-':result=op1-op2; break; case '*':result=op1*op2; break; case '/':result=op1/op2; break; } return result; } void evaluate() { int i; for(i=0;i
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count1++; else count2++; } if(count2==count1-1) printf("\n entered postfix expression is valid\n"); else { printf("\n entered invalid postfix expression\n"); getch(); exit(0); } } void main() { int n; clrscr(); printf("Enter the size of postfix expression\n"); scanf("%d",&n); postfix=(char*)malloc((sizeof(char)*n)+1); s=(int*)malloc(sizeof(int)*n); printf("Enter the valid postfix expression\n"); scanf("%s",postfix); validate(); evaluate(); getch(); } Output:



Dept of CSE, MITE, Moodabidri
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PROGRAM-4 Title : Design, develop, and execute a program in C to simulate the working of a queue of integers using an array. Provide the following operations Description:



QUEUE is a simple data structure, which has FIFO ( First In First Out) property in which Items are removed in the same order as they are entered. QUEUE has two pointer FRONT and REAR, Item can be pushed by REAR End and can be removed by FRONT End. Operations on Queue: Mainly the following four basic operations are performed on queue: Enqueue: Adds an item to the queue. If the queue is full, then it is said to be an Overflow condition. Dequeue: Removes an item from the queue. The items are popped in the same order in which they are pushed. If the queue is empty, then it is said to be an Underflow condition. Front: Get the front item from queue. Rear: Get the last item from queue.



Code: #include #include #include #include int *q, size, f=0,r=-1; void insert() { int ele; if(r==(size-1)) { printf("Queue is overflow\n"); } else { printf("enter the elements to be inserted\n"); scanf("%d",&ele); r=r+1; q[r]=ele; } } void deletq() { if(r==-1) { Dept of CSE, MITE, Moodabidri
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printf("Queue is underflow\n"); } else { printf("deleted ele=%d",q[f]); f=f+1; if(f>r) { f=0; r=-1; } } } void display() { int i; if(r==-1) { printf("Queue is underflow\n"); } else { printf("Queue elements are\n"); for(i=f;i
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break; case 4: exit(0); default: printf("Invalid choice\n"); } } }



Dept of CSE, MITE, Moodabidri
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Output:
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PROGRAM-5 Titile: Design, develop, and execute a program in C++ based on the following requirements: An EMPLOYEE class is to contain the following data members and member functions:Data members: Employee_Number (an integer), Employee_Name (a string of characters), Basic_Salary (an integer) , All_Allowances (an integer), IT (an integer), Net_Salary (an integer). Member functions: to read the data of an employee, to calculate Net_Salary and to print the values of all the data members. (All_Allowances = 123% of Basic; Income Tax (IT) = 30% of the gross salary (= basic_Salary _ All_Allowance); Net_Salary = Basic_Salary + All_Allowances – IT)



Description:



Code: #include #include class EMPLOYEE { char employee_name[20]; int employee_number; int basic_salary; int allowance; int gross_salary; int IT; int net_salary; public: void getdata(); void compute(); void display(); }; void EMPLOYEE::getdata() { cin>>employee_name>>employee_number>>basic_salary; } void EMPLOYEE::compute() { allowance=basic_salary*1.23; gross_salary=basic_salary+allowance; IT=gross_salary*0.3; net_salary=gross_salary-IT; } void EMPLOYEE::display() { cout
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} void main() { int n,i; clrscr(); cout>n; EMPLOYEE *e=new EMPLOYEE [n]; for(i=0;i


Dept of CSE, MITE, Moodabidri
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PROGRAM-6 TITLE:



1. Design, develop, and execute a program in C++ to create a class called STRING and implement the following operations. Display the results after every operation by overloading the operator 


Initialize one object from another of the same type.  Copy an object to pass it as an argument to a function.  Copy an object to return it from a function. If a copy constructor is not defined in a class, the compiler itself defines one. If the class has pointer variables and has some dynamic memory allocations, then it is a must to have a copy constructor.



Code: #include #include #include class String { char x[40]; public: String() { }



// Default Constructor



String( char s[] ) Dept of CSE, MITE, Moodabidri
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{ strcpy(x,s); } String( String & s ) { strcpy(x,s.x ); } String operator + ( String s2 ) { String res; strcpy( res.x,x ); strcat( res.x,s2.x); return(res); } friend ostream & operator << ( ostream & x,String & s ); }; ostream & operator << ( ostream & x,String & s ) { x


// String s3 = s1 +" "+ s2;



cout=0;i--) cse
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clrscr(); cout>n; STACK s1(n); while(1) { coutpush\n2->pop\n3->display\n4->exit\n"; cin>>choice; switch(choice) { case 1: cout>element; s1=s1+element; cout


Dept of CSE, MITE, Moodabidri
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Output:
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PROGRAM-8 Title: Design, develop, and execute a program in C++ to create a class called LIST (linked list) with member functions to insert an element at the front of the list as well as to delete an element from the front of the list. Demonstrate all the functions after creating a list object. */ Description : a linked list is a data structure consisting of a group of nodes which together represent a sequence. Under the simplest form, each node is composed of a datum and a reference (in other words, a link) to the next node in the sequence; more complex variants add additional links. This structure allows for efficient insertion or removal of elements from any position in the sequence. A linked list whose nodes contain two fields: an integer value and a link to the next node. The last node is linked to a terminator used to signify the end of the list.



Linked lists are among the simplest and most common data structures. They can be used to implement several other common abstract data types, including lists (the abstract data type), stacks, queues, associative arrays, and S-expressions, though it is not uncommon to implement the other data structures directly without using a list as the basis of implementation. The principal benefit of a linked list over a conventional array is that the list elements can easily be inserted or removed without reallocation or reorganization of the entire structure because the data items need not be stored contiguously in memory or on disk. Linked lists allow insertion and removal of nodes at any point in the list, and can do so with a constant number of operations if the link previous to the link being added or removed is maintained during list traversal. On the other hand, simple linked lists by themselves do not allow random access to the data, or any form of efficient indexing. Thus, many basic operations - such as obtaining the last node of the list (assuming that the last node is not maintained as separate node reference in the list structure), or finding a node that contains a given datum, or locating the place where a new node should be inserted - may require scanning most or all of the list elements.



Algorithm: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.



Create a class by name "list" having data members info and a link. Member methods are insfrnt(), delfrnt() and display(). insfrnt() method adds a new node to the front of the list and assigns the data to it. delfrnt() checks if the list is empty if not then the first node from the list is deleted. display() displays the whole list by traversing through the list. A class list is created with data members info,link and methods insfrnt(),delfrnt() and display().



Dept of CSE, MITE, Moodabidri
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Code: #include #include #include struct node { int data; struct node *link; }; class LIST { struct node *first; public: LIST() { first=NULL; } void insert_front(int); void delet_front(); void display(); }; void LIST::insert_front(int ele) { struct node *temp; temp=new (struct node); temp->data=ele; temp->link=NULL; if(first==NULL) { first=temp; } else { temp->link=first; first=temp; } } void LIST::delet_front() { struct node *temp; if(first==NULL) { cout
link==NULL) { coutdata; delete first; first=NULL; } else Dept of CSE, MITE, Moodabidri
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{ temp=first; coutdata; first=first->link; delete temp; } } void LIST::display() { struct node *temp; if(first==NULL) { cout
link) { coutdata"; } coutinsert_front\n2->delete_front \n3->display\n4->exit\n"; cout>ch; switch(ch) { case 1:cout>ele; l.insert_front(ele); break; case 2:l.delet_front(); break; case 3:l.display(); break; case 4:exit(0); default:cout


Dept of CSE, MITE, Moodabidri
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Output:
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PROGRAM-9 Title: Design, develop, and execute a program in C to reada sparse matrix of integer values and to search the sparse matrix for an element specified by the user. Print the result of the search appropriately. Use the triple  to represent anelement in the sparse matrix. */ Description : A sparse matrix is a matrix populated primarily with zeros (Stoer & Bulirsch 2002, p. 619) as elements of the table. By contrast, if a larger number of elements differ from zero, then it is common to refer to the matrix as a dense matrix. The fraction of zero elements (non-zero elements) in a matrix is called the sparsity (density). Algorithm: 1. 2. 3. 4.



Start. Insert elements into the matrix in such a way that it is populated with more number of zeors. Accept an element as key element. Check the sparse matrix for the specified key element. If the key element is present, then print a message for successful search, else print that the search unsuccessful or element is not found in the sparse matrix. 5. Stop.



Code: typedef struct { int r,c,v; }sm; sm *a; void read() { int i,j,r1,c1,ele,k=1; printf("enter the row size\n"); scanf("%d",&r1); printf("enter the column size\n"); scanf("%d",&c1); a=(sm*)malloc(sizeof(sm)*((r1*c1)/2)+1); a[0].r=r1; a[0].c=c1; printf("enter the sparse matrix elements\n"); for(i=0;i
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a[k].r=i; a[k].c=j; a[k].v=ele; k++; } } a[0].v=k-1; if(a[0].v>=((r1*c1)/2+1)) { printf("entered matrix is not a sparse matrix\n"); getch(); exit(0); } } void display() { int i; printf("sparse matrix is\n"); printf("\trow\tcol\tvalue\n"); printf("____________________________________\n"); for(i=0;i
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OUTPUT:
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PROGRAM-10 Title: Design, develop, and execute a program in C to create a max heap of integers by accepting one element at a time and by inserting it immediately in to the heap. Use the array representation for the heap. Display the array at the end of insertion phase. */ Description : Heaps are crucial in several efficient graph algorithms such as Dijkstra's algorithm, and in the sorting algorithm heapsort. A min-max heap is a complete binary tree containing alternating min and max levels Example of Min-max heap : If it is not empty, each element has a data member called key. The root is always present at min level. Let x be any node in a min-max heap. If x is on a min (max) level then the element in x has the minimum (maximum) key from among all elements in the subtree with root x. A node on a min (max) level is called a min (max) node. ALGORITHM: Max-Heapify(A, i) // Input: A: an array where the left and right children of i root heaps (but i may not), i: an array index // Output: A modified so that i roots a heap //Running Time: O(log n) where n = heap-size[A] - i 1. l ← Left(i) 2. r ← Right(i) 3. if l ≤ heap-size[A] and A[l] > A[i] 4. largest ← l 5. else largest ← i 6. if r ≤ heap-size[A] and A[r] < A[largest] 7. largest ← r 8. if largest = i 9. exchange A[i] and A[largest] 10. Max-Heapify(A, largest) Max-Heap-Insert(A, key)
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//Input: A: an array representing a heap, key: a key to insert //Output: A modified to include key //Running Time: O(log n) where n =heap-size[A] 1 .heap-size[A] ←heap-size[A] + 1 2 .A[heap-size[A]] ← -∞ 3 .Heap-Increase-Key(A[heapsize[A]], key)



Code: #include #include #include #include int *heap,n,ele,count=0; void insert(int ele) { int i; if(count==n) { printf("Heap is full\n"); } else { i=++count; while((i!=1)&&(ele>heap[i/2])) { heap[i]=heap[i/2]; i=i/2; } heap[i]=ele; } } void display() { int i; if(count==0) { printf("Heap is empty\n"); } else { printf("contents of the heap are\n"); for(i=1;i
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{ printf("%d\t",heap[i]); } printf("\n"); } } void main() { int ch; clrscr(); printf("enter the size of heap\n"); scanf("%d",&n); heap=(int*)malloc(sizeof(int)*(n+1)); while(1) { printf("\n1->insert\n2->display\n3->exit\n"); printf("enter your choice\n"); scanf("%d",&ch); switch(ch) { case 1: printf("enter the item to be insert"); scanf("%d",&ele); insert(ele); display(); break; case 2: display(); break; case 3: exit(0); default: printf("invalid choice\n"); } } }
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OUTPUT:
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PROGRAM-11 TITLE 1. Design, develop, and execute a program in C to implement a doubly linked list where each node consists of integers. The program should support the following operations: i. Create a doubly linked list by adding each node at the front. ii. Insert a new node to the left of the node whose key value is read as an input. iii. Delete the node of a given data if it is found, otherwise display appropriate message. iv. Display the contents of the list. (Note: Only either (a,b and d) or (a, c and d) may be asked in the examination)



DESCRIPTION  The top and left properties determine the position of an element on the display screen, which is a two-dimensional device  Can create the appearance of a third dimension by having overlapping elements, one of which covers the others (like windows) o Done with the z-index property, which determines which element is in front and which are covered by the front element o The JavaScript variable associated with the z-index property is zIndex  The stacking order can be changed dynamically  Make the elements anchors, so they respond to mouse clicking o The href attribute can be set to call a JavaScript function by assigning it the call, with 'JAVASCRIPT' attached to the call code o   The handler function must change the zIndex value of the element  A call to the function from an element sets the zIndex value of the new ontop element to 10 and the zIndex value of the old ontop element to 0 o It also sets the current ontop to the new ontop



Code: #include #include typedefstruct Node { int data; struct Node *next; Dept of CSE, MITE, Moodabidri
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struct Node *prev; }node; void insert(node *pointer, int data) { while(pointer->next!=NULL) { pointer = pointer -> next; } pointer->next = (node *)malloc(sizeof(node)); (pointer->next)->prev = pointer; pointer = pointer->next; pointer->data = data; pointer->next = NULL; } int find(node *pointer, int key) { pointer = pointer -> next; while(pointer!=NULL) { if(pointer->data == key) { return 1; } pointer = pointer -> next; } return 0; } void delete(node *pointer, int data) { node *temp; while(pointer->next!=NULL && (pointer->next)->data != data) { pointer = pointer -> next; } if(pointer->next==NULL) { printf("Element %d is not present in the list\n",data); return; } temp = pointer -> next; pointer->next = temp->next; temp->prev = pointer; free(temp); return; } void print(node *pointer) { if(pointer==NULL) { Dept of CSE, MITE, Moodabidri
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return; } printf("%d ",pointer->data); print(pointer->next); } void main() { node *start,*temp; charch; intquery,data; clrscr(); start = (node *)malloc(sizeof(node)); temp = start; temp -> next = NULL; temp ->prev = NULL; printf("1. Insert\n"); printf("2. Delete\n"); printf("3. Print\n"); printf("4. Find\n"); do { printf("\nEnter choice"); scanf("%d",&query); switch(query) { case 1: printf("\nEnter value to be inserted"); scanf("%d",&data); insert(start,data); break; case 2: printf("\nEnter value to be deleted"); scanf("%d",&data); delete(start,data); break; case 3: printf("\nThe list is "); printf("\n"); print(start->next); printf("\n"); CS1032/Data Structures & Algorithms Lab CSE/SRM 35 | 4 3 break; case 4: printf("\nEnter value to be searched"); scanf("%d",&data); if(find(start,data)) { printf("Element Found\n"); } else Dept of CSE, MITE, Moodabidri
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{ printf("Element Not Found\n"); } break; default: printf("\nWrong choice"); break; } printf("\nDo you want to continue(y/n)"); scanf("%s",&ch); }while(ch=='y'); getch(); }



Output:
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PROGRAM-12 Title: Design, develop, and execute a program in C++ to create a class called DATE with methods to accept two valid datesin the form dd/mm/yy and to implement the following operations by overloading the operators + and -. After every operation the results are to be displayed by overloading the operator =d2 and no_of_days is an integer. ii. d2 = d1 + no_of_days; where d1 is a DATE object andno_of_days is an integer. */ Description : In operator overloading, we can give special meanings to operators, when they are used with userdefined classes. For example, to overload the + operator for your class, you would provide a member-function named operator+ on your class. The following set of operators is commonly overloaded for user-defined classes:    



= (assignment operator) .+ - * (binary arithmetic operators) += -= *= (compound assignment operators) == != (comparison operators)



Code: #include #include class DATE { int day,month,year,flag; public: void getdate(); DATE operator +(int); int operator -(DATE); friend ostream & operator=(DATE); int return_integer_date(DATE); }; int b[13]={0,31,29,31,30,31,30,31,31,30,31,30,31}; int a[13]={0,31,28,31,30,31,30,31,31,30,31,30,31}; int DATE::operator>=(DATE d2) { if(year==d2.year) { if(month
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return 1; } else if(year>d2.year) { return 1; } else return 0; } int DATE::return_integer_date(DATE D1) { int int_value = D1.day; if((D1.flag == 1)&&(D1.month>=2)) { for(int i = 0; i D2.year; i--) { if(i%4 == 0) x = x+366; else x = x+365; } if(D1.year == D2.year) x = x+a1-a2; else { x = x+a1; if(D2.year%4 == 0) x = x+(366-a2); Dept of CSE, MITE, Moodabidri
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else x = x +(365-a2); } return x; } DATE DATE ::operator +(int ndays) { DATE d; d.day=day;d.month=month;d.year=year; for(int i=1;ib[d.month]) { d.day=1; d.month++; } } else if(d.day>a[d.month]) { d.day=1; d.month++; } if(d.month>12) { d.month=1; d.year++; } } return d; } void DATE :: getdate() { int f=0; cout >day; cout>month; cout>year; cout 
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f=1; else if((month==4||month==6||month==9||month==11)&&day=d2) { n=d1-d2; cout 
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cout>n; d3=d1+n; cout
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Program 13 Title: Design, develop, and execute a program in C++ to create a class called OCTAL, which has the characteristics of an octal number. Implement the following operations by writing an appropriate constructor and an overloaded operator +. i. OCTAL h = x ; where x is an integer ii. int y = h + k ; where h is an OCTAL object and k isan integer. Display the OCTAL result by overloading the operator 


START Accept an input say x. Enter the value of x in decimal notation,find the remainder of x on dividing by 8 Corresponding value of x in octal notation is showed. Enter the value of k in decimal notation The value of h+k in decimal notation is shown. The value of h+k in octal notation is shown.



Code: #include #include #include class OCTAL { int o; public: OCTAL(int x) { o=dectooct(x); } int dectooct(int); friend ostream& operator
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{ cse>x; OCTAL h=x; cout>k; int y=h+k; coutdata); if (root == NULL) /* Tree is not Created */ root = new_node; else insert(root, new_node); printf("\nDo you want to enter more elements?(y/n)"); ans = getch(); } while (ans == 'y'); break; case 2: printf("\nEnter the element to be searched :"); scanf("%d", &key); tmp = search(root, key, &parent); printf("\nParent of the node %d is %d", tmp->data, parent->data); break; case 3: if (root == NULL) printf("Tree is not created"); else { printf("\nTheInorder display -> "); inorder(root); printf("\nThePreorder display -> "); preorder(root); printf("\nThePostorder display -> "); postorder(root); } break; } } while (choice != 4);
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} node *get_node() { node *temp; temp = (node *) malloc(sizeof(node)); temp->lchild = NULL; temp->rchild = NULL; return temp; } void insert(node *root, node *new_node) { if (new_node->data < root->data) { if (root->lchild == NULL) root->lchild = new_node; else insert(root->lchild, new_node); } if (new_node->data > root->data) { if (root->rchild == NULL) root->rchild = new_node; else insert(root->rchild, new_node); }} node *search(node *root, int key, node **parent) { node *temp; temp = root; while (temp != NULL) { if (temp->data == key) { printf("\nThe %d Element is Present", temp->data); return temp; } *parent = temp; if (temp->data > key) temp = temp->lchild; else temp = temp->rchild; } return NULL; } voidinorder(node *temp) { if (temp != NULL) { postorder(temp->lchild); postorder(temp->rchild); printf("%d ", temp->data); }}
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Output :
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